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For over 70 years, DeVorss Publications has been the proud publisher of Neville Goddard, who

was among the last century's most articulate and charismatic purveyors of the New Thought

philosophy.The Power that makes Achievement and Attainment Inevitable.Using short

quotations from the Bible and from Blake, Yeats, Emerson, Lawrence, Quintillian, Hermes, and

the Hermetica, Neville reveals the Power that makes the achievement of aims, the attainment

of desires, inevitable; showing that the Christ is the human imagination.Leave the mirror and

change your face. Leave the world alone and change your conceptions of yourself.-Neville
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Rockyjones, “Awakened Imagination/Search. I'm glad I discovered Neville Goddard. I'm a long

time follower of Mind Theology. I've studied Christian Science, and have used it with a good

degree of success in treating personal issues(health, and mundane factors However, it is a

stringent Ontology, and is ridged in practice, as outlined by it's founder, Mary Baker Eddy. Little

compromise here. I'll still resort,to a Dentist,or Dr.if a medical condition arises to the need,

along with the tents of Mental Spiritual Science.Neville cuts to the chase.He doesn't have you

scratching your head with terms, like Mortal Mind The Christ, or other Metaphysical terms, that

can make it labor-some,for the novice,or for that matter,a fairly experienced individual in the

Philosophy. The key here as in all interpretations of Manifestation,is the Imagination,and the

Out-Picturing of events,resulting in the manifestation of States,You wish to have on this Plane

of Experience.In plain English,You are, What You Think. Imagination is used by all of us,

continuously, You, have no Choice, in the matter. You can visualize fear, and catastrophe, and

manifest it, or use that same mind, in You to Manifest the desired State, in the "Outer World" of

effects(Phenomenal World, to be exact).That is God Manifested to him, without using

"Religious Terms, that may be offensive to People of different persuasions. Simple to the Point,

and it Works. I like to use "Affirmations, verbal, or self talk", as an adjunct to the Practice. His

other books are good as well, but this is the basic 101 in Manifestation and all you need. It will

automatically bring about the"Laws of Attraction. Many authors write a separate book,on this

topic,oh well it just may pay the rent for some!”

Tyger Flynn, “Outstanding Among All Neville's Work. I have just recently come upon Neville

Goddard's work - and from the outset his work resonated. I am one less being convinced as

recognizing the truth of what he states - and reveling in the details that only a true master can

disclose. Due to Neville's uncompromising clarity - wrought from profound personal experience

- his knowledge breaks from the banal into the exceptional, proving to be a revelation unique in

it's significance.I've read several of his books and would rank this one as one of the more well-

formed in exposition. It is filled with succinct phrases, nuggets of wisdom that can inspire, guide

and serve as koans for meditation and transformation: "The individual's inner speech and

actions attract the conditions of his life." "The circumstances and conditions of life are out-

pictured inner talking, solidified sound. Inner speech calls events into existence. In every event

is the creative sound that is its life and being. All that a man believes and consents to as true

reveals itself in his inner speech. It is his Word, his life."I am reminded of the beginning of the

Gospel of St John: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word

was God."Neville: "To consciously create circumstances, man must consciously direct his inner

speech [...] Right inner speech is essential. It is the greatest of the arts. It is the only way out of

limitation into freedom. Ignorance of this art has made the world a battlefield and penitentiary

where blood and sweat alone are expected, when it should be a place of marveling and

wondering. Right inner talking is the first step to becoming what you want to be."'Rightly' taken



in or not, Neville's words are life-altering, ground-breaking, world-dissolving - nothing will be

the same if you recognize the truth he speaks. Exceptional work. I am grateful to the one who

led me to his name, and to the reviewer on Amazon who convinced me that the purchase of

"The Power of Awareness' would not be a waste of my money. With similar heartfelt gratitude, I

say the same about "Awakened Imagination". A rare journey awaits you.”

KATHLEEN J, “Your Imagination Is Your Inner Christ. How much more intimate can you get?

You are one with god... And what is god again? Some judging being outside of you whether

seen or unseen? No, of course not. Christ didn't say my father and I are one for nothing. And

if you believeth on me you shall do the works I have done and more. Believeth what?Neville

Goddard pretty much nails it, and the love affair with one's self and the imagination,

considering the heat it puts the body into, the JOY, the PEACE, allowing one to relax in one's

self and feel loved, is the 99% perspiration Edison spoke of SIMPLIFIED. No more

perspiration!!! Effortless abundance and joy and childlike love, these are the benefits of right

thinking/focus and THE REALIZATION OF ONE'S TRUE AND INNOCENT POWER.Great

read... Great life!!!!!”

Shawn Regan, “Imagination creates our experience. Said by many including the great

Nisargadatta Maharaj is that our imagination creates our experience. Neville shows us how to

use that imagination with sustained attention to create experiences and thigs that we want. His

understanding of this principle agrees and possibly surpasses the other sources which are

mostly channeled works. I've read a few Neville works and found audio lectures. His material is

consistently enlightened. His books also seem to overlap quite a bit which is fine. You get the

core ideas with any book but each has it's own flavor. His book "The Power of Awareness" is

also terrific.”

Betty J. Groblebe, “This is very good and everyone should read it!. This is a very good book

and I am reading it more than one time, it isn't something you can just gloss through, the

second reading really hits home and I am sure it is going to take more as I am reading it for the

third time, it is something that take's really putting your mind to and I really feel it would help

anyone to understand what life really is, I am really changing my way of thinking, it isn't a fast

process for sure but well worth the work.”

art lady Jane, “Interesting perspective. You may or may not believe in the metaphysical aspect

of this book. But regardless, it offers some fresh perspectives on life, which makes this book

well worth the read. As a professional artist this book has helped me with creative road blocks.

This is not the sort of book to read in one sitting. Read a chapter then ruminate about what

you have read, take your time or you will miss out on much of the wisdom contained within.[...]”

Annushka, “amazing book. I think its amazing book, its has opened my eyes on a lot of things

in my life. Super ! I'm loving it !!!!”

ZAIA, “good read. this is a very easy attempt of law of attraction. Although you have to have

great focus and desire with all your heart. Focus and hold. I felt great energy holding this book

in my hands. that is why I don't own a Kindle.”

erik geertsen, “Five Stars. Pure gold”



FRANCO PIETRANTONIO, “Four Stars. very helpful book for the mind”

Caroline James, “terrific. Engaging and eye-opening. Worth reading and re-reading, and

again...you will think very deeply about your thoughts after reading this, and take care to focus

on what you want  not that which you dint want”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 99 people have provided feedback.
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